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‘Give peace a chance’

McCartney sues over copyrights
after Sony/ATV wins UK action
MUSICIAN Paul McCartney has filed a suit in the U.S. District Court
of Manhattan against the music publisher Sony/ATV over copyright
to some of the Beatles’ most famous songs.
The issue is copyright termination
which, under Section 203 of the 1976
U.S. Copyright Act, enables artists to
regain ownership of their works.
Lawyers for McCartney are seeking
to reclaim rights to songs he wrote with
John Lennon, including “I Want to Hold
Your Hand” and “All You Need is
Love,” by filing legal notices which,
according to the suit, should ensure that
Sony/ATV return the rights starting in
October 2018.

The lawsuit, filed on 18 January,
stipulates that McCartney believes it is
necessary to take legal action because
Sony/ATV has prevented the British
pop group Duran Duran from reclaiming
its rights in the U.S. for three top selling
albums. The company filed a case
against the group in the UK and on 2
December last year Mr. Justice Arnold
ruled in the High Court that the band’s
contract was for the “full term” of the
copyright.

France passes anti-corruption law
FRANCE has enacted a new anticorruption law that companies must implement by 1 May 2017. It creates a
new enforcement agency, a programme
for whistleblowers and a compliance
regime with penalties ranging from fines
to imprisonment for executives.
The new law is known as Sapin II,
after the Finance Minister Michel Sapin
who introduced the legislation in March
2016. It was passed by the French Assembly on 8 November and created a
new national agency, Agence française

Michel Sapin

Paul McCartney
Duran Duran is appealing the decision. However, McCartney’s suit in the
U.S. notes that after the UK ruling executives at Sony/ATV alluded to the Duran Duran case and, critically, refused to
confirm that McCartney could reclaim
his copyright.
Alex Clark, a columnist for The Observer in London wrote: “We might implore Sony to let it go. Give Macca back
his rights and give peace a chance.”

anticorruption (AFA), which has investigative powers.
French companies with more than INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
500 employees and annual revenues of
at least €100 million are obliged to introduce compliance and anti-corruption Officials arrest N.Y. dealer
measures, including risk assessments over stolen Asian antiquities
and third-party due diligence.
The law empowers the AFA’s Sanc- Cyber offences become
tions Commission to impose fines of up half of all British crime
to €200,000 per breach against individuals and €1 million against entities. Fail- S.E.C. brings bribery charges
ures to correct breaches can result in against European fund boss
prison sentences of up to two years and
fines of €400,000 for individuals and €2 Iceland turns up heat
million for companies.
in trademark battle
There is also a regime for deferred
prosecutions under which companies Prosecutors raid home
may be penalised for up to 30 percent of of German börse chief
their three-year average earnings.
At the time he introduced the draft New European hotline
invisible to consumers
legislation, Michel Sapin said that
France needed to “adopt innovative tools
to detect, prevent, and effectively punish Interview: Vincent de Voss
corruption.”
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Trading stolen antiquities

Officials allege sales to museums
A PROMINENT New York art dealer was arrested on 21 December
charged with selling millions of dollars’ worth of stolen antiquities obtained from international smugglers.
Prosecutors from the District Attorney’s office filed a complaint against
Nancy Wiener and several coconspirators who allegedly had been
trafficking in illegal artefacts and trading through major auction houses since
at least 1999. She was released after
her arrest having posted $25,000 in bail.
Ms. Weiner and her mother Doris,
who died in 2011, are famous for helping to establish the market for Indian
and Southeast Asian art in America,
having sold works to collectors such as
Jacqueline Kennedy and John D. Rock-

efeller III. Works from her gallery are
in many prominent U.S. museums.
The case against her claims that she
arranged fraudulent provenances for
works that were then consigned to auction houses, including Christie’s where
380 lots were sold in 2012 for $12.8
million.
Buddha
In one case, Ms. Weiner is alleged
to have bought a bronze Buddha for
$500,000 in 2011 that was stolen from
Southeast Asia. She is said to have

Nancy Wiener
arranged false documentation before
sending it to a restorer to cover up signs
of looting and then putting it on sale for
$1.5 million.
She is also accused of holding Indian antiquities believed to have been
smuggled into the U.S. by Subhash Kapoor, another Manhattan art dealer who
is on trial in India and has been charged
in New York with possessing stolen
items worth more than $100 million.

British cyber survey

Offences now half of all crime
CYBER offences and fraud are now almost half of all crimes committed in England and Wales according to a report issued on 19 January
by Britain’s Office for National Statistics (ONS).
It is the organisation’s first survey to
include questions about fraud and
crimes committed online. The results
show that there were 3.6 million fraud
offences and 2 million computer offences in the year ending September 2016,
bringing the total number of crimes to
11.8 million.
Increase
Other data published by the ONS
show a 39 per cent increase in fraud
connected with credit cards, cheques and

online banking—most of which was not
reported to the police.
Marian Fitzgerald, a professor at the
University of Kent who campaigned for
computer crime to be included in the
survey, said that some online offences
are still not covered, including cyber
harassment, bullying and stalking.
She told the Financial Times: “If
these type of crimes were counted then
the headline estimate would have been
through the roof and into space.”

Marian Fitzgerald

S.E.C. charges hedge fund boss
HEDGE fund boss Michael Cohen, who headed the European office of Och-Ziff Capital
Management Group, has been accused with a
colleague of paying tens of millions of dollars
in bribes to African officials.

Michael Cohen

The U.S. Securities and Exachange Commission filed the charges against Cohen and
analyst Vanja Baros at a Federal court in
Brooklyn on 26 January. They claim that
between 2007 and 2012 the two defendants
caused bribes to be paid to officials in Libya,

Chad, Niger, Guinea and the Democratic Republic of Congo to secure a $300 million real
estate project and mining deals.
The law suit follows Och-Ziff’s agreement
in September 2016 to pay $412 million to
resolve U.S. investigations into the hedge
funds’ role in bribing African officials.
Ronald White, a lawyer for Michael Cohen, said: “When all the evidence is presented,
it will be shown that the SEC’s civil charges
are baseless.”
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Iceland turns up the heat

Country battles food group over name
ICELAND confirmed in November that it has launched a legal action
against the British company Iceland Foods over the use of the country’s name as a European trademark.
The government is challenging the
company’s exclusive ownership of the
name because it claims it prevents the
country from promoting its goods and
services internationally.
Iceland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs
said
that
the
company
“aggressively pursued” cases in which
the products and services did not compete with the commercial interests of
Iceland Foods.
The government said that the company’s stance rendered the country’s busi-

Insider trading allegations

nesses “unable to describe their products
as Icelandic.” It said it has tried to negotiate with the company, but that its
efforts had met with “unrealistic and
unacceptable demands.”
The company, which is owned by the
South African investment group Brait,
has more than 800 stores across the UK.
The founder and chief executive,
Malcolm Walker
Malcolm Walker, said a delegation from
the company met with government offiAccording to the BBC, Walker said
cials in early December but were unable that “it rapidly became clear that the
to resolve the issue.
Icelandic authorities have no interest in
reaching a compromise. He added:
“Iceland Foods had Icelandic majority
shareholders and Icelandic representatives on its board for seven years to
2012. At no point in all those years did
€4.5 million worth of shares in the any representative of Iceland raise the
Börse on 14 December 2015, about two slightest concern about the company’s
months before the planned merger was branding.”
The company claims it has only tried
announced.
A spokesman for the Börse said that to prevent other food and retail compaKengeter had always been transparent nies using the name Iceland when I
about the share purchase and that it was could lead to confusion over the brand.
The Icelandic Foreign Ministry repart of the executive board’s remuneration programme. Joachim Faber, chair- sponded that “the registration of a counman of the Börse’s supervisory board, try name that enjoys a highly positive
said that the accusations are “without national branding to a private company
defies logic and is untenable.”
foundation.”

Prosecutors raid German börse chief
THE PROPOSED merger of the London Stock Exchange and Deutsche
Börse in Frankfurt suffered a blow
when German prosecutors raided the
apartment of the Börse’s chief executive on 1 February as part of an investigation into suspected insider trading.
Carsten Kengeter’s Frankfurt apartment was targeted along with the offices of the Börse in connection with merger talks that took place between July
and December 2015. Kengeter bought

Investors blow no whistles

New European hotline invisible to consumers

Sven Giegold

WHISTLEBLOWING in Europe in relation
to retail investment was meant to become
more effective in 2016 after the Ucits V
directive passed into law in March. But by
the end of the year the relevant hotline had
received no calls.
That contrasts with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission which received
4,200 tips about securities violations, while
the UK regulator received 1,040 reports.
The European retail investment industry
accounts for €8.3 trillion of assets held in
more than 30,000 funds. The European
markets regulator, Esma, was asked to set
up a pan-European mechanism as a resource

for whistleblowers whose national regulators may prefer to protect their industries
rather than their consumers.
Financial Times columnist Madison
Marriage wrote in December that it is difficult to find the relevant page under the fund
management section of Esma’s website
(www.esma.europa.eu). Furthermore, there
is nothing to suggest that a whistleblower’s
identity will be protected and no phone
number is provided.
Marriage quoted Sven Giegold, the German MEP and architect of the Ucits V directive, saying: “The hotline is neither inviting nor visible and should be improved.”
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Vincent de Vos, Associate Director

A structured approach to investigations
Vincent was awarded a B.A. in History from Kingston University in 2005 with a distinction in
German and earned an M.A. the following year with a thesis on German colonialism in Africa.
His education was followed initially by working on historical documentaries but he soon found
himself in the more exotic world of superyachts. He joined Bishop IP Investigations in January 2012 and became an Associate Director in September 2015.

Q:
What was the origin of your
interest in German and history?
A:
My mother is from Namibia,
which is a former German colony, and
I’ve always been interested in how the
current world evolved as a result of historic actions.
Q:
After you left university, what
kind of documentaries did you work on?
A:
One was about the Turin
shroud—the myths and legends behind
the belief that the shroud supposedly
covered Jesus. The documentary focused on a leader of the Knights Templar who was covered in the shroud
when he died. Three or four hundred
years later it reappeared as Jesus’
shroud.
Luxury
Q:
What led you into the world of
luxury yachts?
A:
It was a fluke. There weren’t
that many documentaries being made at
the time. I knew someone who was
working for a yacht management company. They needed someone on a temporary basis, but I was eventually offered a fulltime job.
Q:
What brands did you work with
in the superyacht sector?
A:
They were top of the line yacht
builders—the Dutch firm Heesen, the
Italian builders Ferretti and the German
company Abeking & Rasmussen, to
name a few.
Q:
What did you learn from the
experience?

A:
Confidentiality was a big issue
because the clients were mostly high net
worth individuals. Also, I had to ensure
that everything followed the right procedures so that we didn’t lose a yacht because of some bureaucratic mistake.
Q:
What made you interested in
the IP sector?
A:
It was another fluke. Before
we were married, my wife and I lived in
West Sussex where the Bishop IP office
is located. I saw a job advertised that
required language and research skills
and thought I’d give it a try.

Vincent de Vos

Q:
Is there any connection between the work you did with superyachts
and the IP work?

ty he’s sitting in a flat in Brentford and
has sold two products so far.

A:
You need a structured approach
to both jobs. You have to be able to deal
with the unexpected, whether it’s a client who suddenly decides to change his
destination from Cairo to Monaco or, in
the IP world, a client who instructs you
to look at what he believes is a legitimate German company but, in fact, turns
out to be part of a Nigerian visa scam.
Q:
What do you enjoy most about
conducting IP investigations?
A:
The variety. It’s rare that any
two cases are the same. There are always
variations and nuances.
Q:
What are the main challenges
in conducting IP investigations?
A:
Deciphering people’s wishful
thinking about their businesses. For
example, someone may say that he is an
international distributor covering Europe, the U.S. and Africa, when in reali-
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Stranger
Q:
Which cases have you found
most interesting?
A:
One of the stranger cases involved a company that makes air filtration devices for nuclear submarines.
They don’t expect calls from people
asking about their products. Fortunately, I managed to speak with a scientist
who probably doesn’t get many calls, so
he was happy to talk.
Q:
What are your interests outside
of work?
A:
Music. But nothing past the
turn of the millennium. Funk, soul, jazz
and rock. I play bass guitar with a rock
group called Qtone. We play anywhere
that will have us, but with two small
children now I don’t play as much as I
used to. I’m also building a collection
of swords and sabres.
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